The War to Date

A World at War for Dust

1936
Jul - an alien ship (Vril) crashes in Antarctica
1937
Jul - Japan invades mainland China
1938
Mar - German military discovers the Vril ship
1939
Sep - Germany invades Poland. Great Britain, France
et al. declare war on Germany
1940
Mar - Blutkreuz Korps free a Vril & begin VK research
Jun - Paris falls
Sep - Germany, Italy, Japan sign Tripartite Pact
1941
Jun - Germany invades Soviet Union
Dec - Japan attacks Pearl Harbor
German advance stopped outside of Moscow
1942
Aug - Battle of Stalingrad begins
Oct - Germans deploy the PanzerKampfLäufer
1943
Feb - Germany takes Stalingrad
Red Army captures a PzKpfL
Mar - Wiederbelebungsserum tested c. mixed results
Apr - Hitler assassinated
Oct - secret peace talks between Axis & western Allies
Dec - Stalin learns of talks, severs ties with Allies
talks end with mysterious death of negotiator
1944
Jan - Axis bans further development of VK bomb
May - 5th Battle of Kharkov, Soviets field first walkers
Jun - USA captures Saipan
Germany sends Japan walkers via submarine
D-Day
Jul - Soviets overwhelm Allies on Madagascar
Aug - Allies liberate France
1945
Jan - Germany counterattacks in France
Allies capture a PzKpfL
Mar - Allies locate VK in Australia
Jul - Allies ban nuclear weapons after experiments
with VK-nukes
Sep - Allies pushed back to Normandy
Oct - Japan invades Australia and New Zealand
Nov - Soviet Union and Communist Chinese form SSU
Dec - Axis invades Tibet
1946
Mar - SSU foments revolutions throughout S. America
May - Allies again evacuate to Great Britain from
France
Jul - SSU invades Alaska and Florida
Aug - Allies attack Axis in Antarctica
Oct - SSU takes 1/3 of Iceland
1947
Jan - Axis attacks on all fronts: in Russia from
Leningrad to Zverograd, in Great Britain from
the Orkney Islands to Southampton, and in
Panama.

The year is 1947. The war that started eleven years
ago when Japan invaded China, isn’t over. As the
conflict grew longer, old alliances were broken and
new ones were formed. The leading world powers are
now aligned in three huge groups: the Allies, the Axis,
and the Sino-Soviet Union (SSU). Other than the three
great blocs, there are only a handful of countries still
hanging on to relative neutrality.
Throughout the world, these three blocs are fighting to
gain exclusive control over a new resource known to
the Germans as Vril-Kultur and the rest of the world
simply as VK. This ore has revealed extraordinary
properties and brought forth the design of gigantic
combat walkers, capable of challenging the world’s
most advanced tanks.

